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Highland Theatre Rooftop Sign Goes LED!
The rooftop sign was rewired and relit in 2010 as part of Relighting the Historic Signs of
Figueroa Street project—a community-funded effort that restored both the theatre sign
and the rooftop Manning’s Coffee Store sign on Las Cazuelas’s roof. Since 2014, local area
man Carl Haney and his crew of guys not afraid of heights have been replacing bulbs on
the theatre sign. Traditionally incandescent, it was determined that LED was acceptable for
historic signage by city preservation officials. There was enough money in the original fund
to purchase the 504 LEDs (plus a bunch extra for future use). The bulb swap-outs started
in January and are now complete. If you haven’t noticed, check it out! So bright! Assisting
Carl at various times have been his fire festival friends John Peacock and Edward de la
Fuente. Emmanuel Lara was a student and then employee of Carl’s, who has now relocated
to Alaska to finish his university degree and hopes to become a forest ranger. Carl’s wife,
Emmanuel & Carl shooting selfies. Photo by Tomoko
Tomoko, usually accompanies them, to take photos and stand watch.

Thank you Carl, Emmanuel, John, Edward,
Tomoko!
Above, L-R: Edward, Carl, John, Jan. 2018. Photo by Tomoko
Far left: Carl & Emmanuel, selfie on the roof, Feb. 2015.
Near left: Carl & Emmanuel working on Manning’s sign.
To get onto the theatre roof, you need access a secret door
to go through a small, dark crawl space, walk across a curved
roof, then climb up on the sign, which dates back to 1920s.
Others tell us it’s pretty darn scary up there, despite the
beautiful panoramic view. You may have heard that a famous
actor recently donated enough $ to convert Urban Light (309
bulbs) at LACMA to LEDs. Theirs are fancier cause they have
automatic lighting sensors, but still, we’re in good company. We
are hoping the Manning’s neon & opal glass sign lights up again
soon too. There’s lot of new neon on N. Fig. lately as well, so just
keep looking up.

“Why can’t people just sit and read books and be nice to each other?”
–David Baldacci, The Camel Club
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